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THE BLOSSOM COLLECTION
RackBuddy, the Danish specialist for flexible storage solutions with an

industrial look, is focusing on colours for the first time: Hamburg-based
studio Besau-Marguerre received Carte Blanche and wraps five

RackBuddy bestsellers in three expressive colours. The Blossom edition
is available from September 2022.

 
The concept for the new RackBuddy colour world grew naturally. "We spend
a lot of time in the garden and find it exciting that natural tones are mostly

associated with brown or green," says Eva Marguerre. "Yet many flowers
bloom in loud, strong colours. That's how the idea for the Blossom Edition

came about."
 

 

  

 

 

  

In keeping with the flowery seasons of spring, summer and autumn, the
designer duo chose bright yellow ("mimosa"), earthy pastel violet ("lilac") and
muted reddish beige ("dalia") for five RackBuddy designs, which can be used
in countless ways to add colourful highlights to walls but are also eye-
catchers on their own. "The theme of colour is our speciality. We think colour
is just as important as form, because colour changes a product enormously,"
says Marcel Besau.
 
It was important to the designer duo to create a harmonious triad, but still
give one colour the role of the leading actor: "The yellow "mimosa" is loud,
sets accents, is very present and a clear shade with which you can also set
great accents in a simple interior with a lot of wood and beige tones. The
beige-red "Dalia", on the other hand, is a muted tone, takes a back seat and
blends in. And "lilac" is a mixture - it is more colourful than "dalia" but more
subtle than "mimosa". "Lilac" sets colour highlights, but is not as striking as
the yellow," says Eva Marguerre.
 

 

  

 

 

  

Those who like it colourful therefore combine clothes rails, hooks and wall
shelves in all three shades. Those who prefer individual accents can also
integrate elements of the "Blossom" edition into classic RackBuddy solutions
in black or silver.
 
How about the "RackBuddy Little John" shelf in bright "mimosa" yellow to
display decorations, plants or perfume bottles in a trendy way? With the flat
"RackBuddy Jolene" clothes rail in red-beige "dalia", which adds a splash of
colour to the bathroom and keeps several towels ready on hooks? Or
"RackBuddy Joey" clothes rail in calm "lilac", on which favourite outfits
become a style statement in the bedroom?
 

 

  

 

 

  

"Colours are new territory for us," says RackBuddy CMO Christian Grønbech.
"When developing this edition, it was therefore important for us to have
someone from the outside contribute their perspective. When it came to
colour selection, Eva and Marcel had carte blanche. Their approach and
understanding of how colours can completely change the expression of a
product appealed to us. The new shades allow our storage solutions to come
to the fore and become a showpiece themselves. "
 

 

 

  

The "Blossom" edition in detail
 
Material, dimensions and prices:
· "RackBuddy Joey" clothes rail for wall mounting made of powder-coated
metal, 80 cm wide, 99 €
· "RackBuddy Jolene" clothes rail for wall with shallow depth in powder-
coated metal, 70 cm wide, 5.5 cm deep, 59 €
· "RackBuddy Pin" clothes rail in powder-coated metal, 22 cm long, 19 €
· "RackBuddy Claw" coat hook in powder-coated metal, 8 cm long, 19 €
· "RackBuddy Little John Pine Shelf" made of pine available in lengths from
40-200 cm, 73-121 €, made of oak available in lengths from 40-120 cm, 90-
120 €.
 

 

  

 

 

  

For more information about RackBuddy and its founders Martin Heinze
and Lasse Nielsen, or to request an interview with Eva Marguerre and

Marcel Besau, please write to: rackbuddy@roecknergrewe.com.

High-resolution images of the Blossom Edition can be found here
 

 

  

DOWNLOAD 
 

 

 

  

ABOUT RACKBUDDY
 
The story of Danish storage experts
RackBuddy begins with two friends
and their search for a clothes rack
that was both sturdy and stylish and
would fit into an unusually shaped
space in the basement. A prototype
was built from untreated water
pipes and the basic concept was
born.
 
Since 2013, RackBuddy has been
transforming robust industrial
materials into lightweight and
stylish space solutions. From walk-in
wardrobes to wine racks. Each
solution consists of a handful of
essential components that can be
adapted to any space, no matter
how irregular.
 
RackBuddy offers solutions for the
bedroom, living room, hallway,
basement, kitchen and even the
garden. Customized, affordable and
easy to assemble. And in the spirit of
sustainability, the durable solutions
can be dismantled and reassembled
as storage needs or design
preferences change.
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RackBuddy

Gammel Vardevej 66A
6700 Esbjerg

Email: Info@rackbuddy.com
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